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With your favorite person by your side it’s beautiful

wherever you are. Nevertheless we show you five

places to spend a romantic time with your

sweetheart: doing an adventurous trip in South

America, enjoying the sunset on Sylt or during

authentic experiences in Asia.

4 Rivers Floating Lodge,
Cambodia

You don’t like camping? You likely haven’t visited

the 4 Rivers Floating Lodge in Cambodia! Try

glamping in midst of the pristine nature of the

Cardamom mountains, where Valentin and his wife

Anna built their luxurious resort. What is so special

about it is that the twelve tented villas are built on

the Tatai river. From your balcony you can look

over the river’s crystal clear water or watch the sun

going down while enjoying a typical Cambodian

dinner. Perfect for some romantic moments! You

want more action? During a jungle trekking tour you

get to know the local wildlife and – with a bit of luck

– you might even see clouded leopards,

indochinese tigers, elephants or crocodiles!
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Hotel Niedersachsen, Sylt

Once you arrive at the Hotel Niedersachen on Sylt

you will never want to leave! To unwind and leave

daily life behind, you better switch off your

smartphone and enjoy togetherness in one of the

electrosmog-free rooms. The hotel is located in

only 100 Meter distance to the beach and the world

heritage site Wadden sea. If you’ve never done a

hike through the tidal flats before, now is your

chance to catch up on it. The best closing for your

vacation on Sylt is to watch the sunset at the

beach: seeing how the sky turns orange-red and the

sun goes down in the sea while you’re walking

along the beach…there might be nothing more

romantic!

Sol Beach House Benoa,
Indonesia

In the south of Bali close to the beach you will find

the all-inclusive hotel Sol Beach House Benoa.

Standing on your porch you’ll have a great view

on tropical gardens, only a little bit further the white

sandy beach and the deep blue sea are waiting for

you to relax. The hotel itself follows the traditional

Balinese philosophy of Tri Hita

Karana which stands for „Three aspects of

harmony“ and refers to the harmony among people,

in interactions with nature and with god. It doesn’t

matter how stressful your life has been before,

staying here on Bali you will feel as if you’ve landed

in paradise!

Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo
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Hotel, Peru

You’ve always wanted to travel to South America,

wander the old paths of the Inca and explore the

mysterious lost city Machu Picchu? Amid the

Andes, surrounded by a huge forrest there lies the

Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel. And it’s

much more than „only“ the base for your hike to

Machu Picchu: the restaurant pampers you with

traditional Peruvian cuisine, the Inkaterra Spa uses

natural essences to help you to truly relax and

during the guided tours you will get to know more

about the history of the Incas. An adventure holiday

for two in the seclusion of pure nature.

Keemala, Thailand

When staying in the Keemala in Thailand you’re as

far away from daily routine as nowhere else: The

concept bases on the four fictional old tribes the

‘Pa-ta-pea’ (Earth), the ‘Khon-Jorn’ (Wanderers), the

‘We-ha’ (Sky), and the ‘Rung-Nok’ (Nest) people.

The old lifestyle is being celebrated in everything

they do which gives guests the opportunity to fully

immerse in this experience. All spa and wellness

treatments, the restaurants as well as a lot of

activities follow the traditions of these four tribes.

Additionally there’s a swimming pool for every villa

to enjoy your vacation in pure privacy.
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